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Abstract 
Relcuion merging is employed in relational databases in 
order to reduce the nee.d for joining relations. Merging, 
however, can create lln.n.ormaliz.ed relations. In this paper 
we propose a merging technique that presen'es the high 
(Bo)'ce-Codd) normal form of relaN01UlI schemas consist
ing of reia.tion-schemes, key dependencies, referential 
integrity constraints, and null constraints. The additional 
constrainls generated by this merging technique call be 
effectively maintained using the mechanisms provided by 
several relaliorUlI database nUJ.nagement systems. 

1. Introduction 

Relational scbema design usually pursues the development 
of normalized scbemas. NOImalization leads to decreased 
data redundancy and therefore implie.s simpler procedures 
for maintaining database consistency and better update 
performance. The nonnalization process tends to increase 
the nwnber of relations by splitting unnormalized relations 
into smaller, normalized, relations. Convers,ely, de.creasing 
the numher of felat-h:ms in a databa~e by merging relations 
reduces the need for joining relat.ions, and usually results 
in a better access performance. The process of merging 
relations, however, may conflict with normalization by 
cre.ating unnormaliz.ed relations. Ideally, the design pro
cess should result in a relational scbema which is both nor .. 
maJized and has as few as possible relation-schemes. This 
goal is pursued by both nonnalization (e.g. sc·e [1]) and 
Entil)' -Relationship oriented methodologies for designing 
relational schemali (e.g. see [14]). We examine briefly the 
shortcomings of the merging techniques involvr,,d in these 
methodologies. 

Relation merging was tirst used in synthesis nonnal
ization algorithms. Thus, the synthesis nomLalization 

'* issUoe,d IS technical report LBL-27842. TIlls work was suworted 
by the Applied Mlllhematical Sciences Re.se.arch Program a.nd the Office 
of Health a.nd EnvicoDmen,tal Research Program, of the Offioe of Energy 
Re.sea.rch. U,S. Depa.rtmenl of Energy, under Contract DE-AC03-
76SF00098. 
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algorithm presented in [1] involve.s a step of merging rela
tions with equivalent keys. Consider. for example, two 
relation-schemes, TEACH (COURSE, F~CULTY) and OFFER 

(COURSE. DEPARTMENT), both having COURSE as key. Fol
lowing the synthesis algOlithm of [1], thes(~ relation
schemes can be merged into a new relation-s~heme whose 
key is also COURSE: ASSIGN (COURSE. FACULTY, DEPART· 
MENl). Suppose that the attributes of TEACH and OFFER 

are not allowed t.o have null values. Then ASSIGN bas 
equivalent infonnation-capacity [8] with TEACH and 
OFFER, only if attributes FACULTY and DEPARTMENT arc 
allowe,d to have null values in ASSIGN, such that in every 
ASSIGN tuple at least one of these· attributes has a non-null 
value. Such restrictions. defining the way in which nulls 
should appear in relations, were disregarded in the early 
nonnalization algorithms. Tbese restrictions can be expli .. 
dtly expressed Ilsing null constrainls (9], or implicitly 
expressed using the Universal Relation alilsumptions [10]. 

An alternative approach to relational schema design 
has been proposed by the proponenLr,; of dat.a models that 
have more semantic intuition, such as the E1ltity
Relationship (ER) [2] amI Extended Entify~Relationship 
(EER) ([11], [14]) models. The ER amI EER models tU'<! 

widely used for designing mlational schemas: first. an ER 
or EER scbema is specified, and then the. ER or EER 
scbema is translated into a relational schema. In [11] we 
have shown that ER and EER schemas can be represented 
by relational schemas in Boyce-Codd Normal Form 
(BCNF). consisting of relation-schemes, key dependencies. 
referential integrity constraints, and null ~onstraints. l::or 
example. following [11], the ER schema of f1gure 1 (i) is 
represented by the BCNF schema RS of figure 1(ii). Infor
mally, object·sets are represented by relation,·schemt~s, 

existence dept.:moencies implied by object connections are 
represented by referential integrity constraint" and null
value restrictions on EER atUibutes are expressed by IlU 11 
(nulls-l1ot-allowed) constraints. Regarding th(! goal of 
reducing the number of relations in a dalaba~e. the ques
tion is whether a single relation-scheme can he used for 
representing multiple object-sets. 



Most ER and EER·oriented design methodologies 
recommend using a single relation-scheme for represent
ing a binary mall), -to-one relationship~sct and the entit)'
set involved in thal relationship-set with a nu.lIJ}' cardinal
ity. We have shown in [11] that me.thooologies sucb as 
that of [14] result in relational scbemas that are incon
sistent with the semantics of the corre.sponding ER or EER 
scbema. Consider relational schema RS' of figure l(iii), 
which~ following [14], represents the ER schema of figure 
l(i). Then, cont.rar)' to the sem.antics of the ER structure 
of figure 10), RS' allows a WORKS relation to include 
tuples repre.senting employees lk1.ving a non-null assign
ment DATE. even if these employees are not working on 
any PROJECT (i.e. with a 11ull NR value). Conse.quenUy, 
additional constrainlfi need to be specified in order to 
enSllre that the database is consistent with the semanlics of 
the corresponding ER schema. In relational schema RS', 
for example, relational attribute DATE should be con .. 
strained to bave a null value whenever attribute NR has a 
null value in a WORKS relation in order to represent ac~u
rately the at;;sociation of ER atuibutc DATE with 
relationship-set WORKS; such n~strictiollS CH.n be expressed 
using null conSlra;1Its. 

In lb~s paper we propose a relation merging tech
nique fo( relational schemas consisting of relation
schemes. key dependencies, referential integrity COD

st.raints. and nuns-not-allowed cOl1strainlli. We do not 
consider altemalive relational represenk1tiont; based on the 

Universal Relation ao;;sumplions [10], because their capa
bility of expressing constrajnts is limited; and because 
uleir underlying a.~swnptions cannot be maintained using 
commercial relational database management syst.ems 

(i) 

(ii) RS : 

EMPu)YE~ 
"--W00s'- ~ M ---
--- .... --:_ "SSN' L~~~) -.:::.;./ 

PROJEC'T ( NR ) 

EMPLOYEE (~SN ) 

WORKS (ssti. NR, DATE") 

MANAGES (SSN, NR) 
WORKS (NR] \,; PROJECT INRI 
WORKS ISSNJ ~ EMPLOYEE [SSNI 
MANAGES (NR] ~ PROJECT [NRJ 
MANAGES ISSN] ~ EMPLOYEE [SSNI 

(III) RS' : PROJECT (~.B) 

WORKS (~SN. NR". DATE·) 
MANAGES (SSN. NR) 

.: Nulls Allowed 

Fig. 1. Relational Schema.~ Representing an ER Schema. 
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(DBMS). We define a merging procedure that preserves 
the infomullion-capacity and nonnal form of relational 
schemas. We show th.at in general merging requires the 
intf(xluction of additional Tlull constraints for restricting 
the way ill which null values appear in merged relations. 
For ewnple. relation·scheme WORKS of figure l(Ui) must 
be associated with null constraint [)ATEE~NR (re.ad 'non
null DATE requires non-null NR') in order to ensure tb.at in 
a WORKS relation attribute DATE has a null value whenever 
attribute NR bas a null value. It tums out that in certain 
cases only nulls-not-allowed constraint.~ (Le. constraints 
that restrict attributes to non-null values) are required. For 
example, relation-schemes EMPLOYEE and MAN AGES of 
relational schema RS of figure ] (ii) can be merged into 
relation-scbeme EMPLOYEE' (SSN, NR), where attribute SSN 
is not allowed to have null values. attrihute NR is allowed 
to have null values. and no oUler null conslIi:Unt, need to 
be specified. 

Employing eff~tivcly the merging procedure pro
posed in this paper depend'i on the capabilities of the 
undc.rlying relational DBMS. An increasing number of 
commercial relational DBMSs support key depcmlcndes, 
referential integrity constraints (which arc key-based 
inclusion dependencies), and nulls-not-allowed con
straints. For such systems wcex,uninc under what comli
lions the merging proct~lIre does not require tile introduc
tion of additional constra.ints. In general, however. ule 
merging technique presented in this paper may involve 
more complex null constraints and non key-bas(!d indu
sion dependencies. lben UIC merging procedure can he 
employed only if tile underlying DBMS provides a 
mechanism for maintaining such constraints and depen
dencies, such as the triggers mechanism of SYBASE 4.0 
[13] and the rules mechanism of INGRES 6.3 [6]. 

As mentioned above, relational schemm; cUllsisting 
of relation-schemes, ke.y dependencies, n~fcre·ntiaJ 

integrity constraints, and null con.straints may represent 
FER schema Ii [11). Applying tile merging procedure 
developed in this paper on rel.ational schema translations 
of EER schema" shows that multiple oh.iccl-set~ are iUlU!ll.

able for representation by a single relation-schcmr: nol 
only for the standard hinary mUlly-to-one relationship-set 
case, but for more complex structures as well. 

The paper is orgUllized as follows. In section 2 we 
~nlroduce the relational c.oncept.s ~md notations used in this 
paper. The background for the merging technique is dis
(,"ussed in section 3. The merging tcchnigue is developed 
in s(~ction 4. In s.c('tion .5 we discuss sevl~ral a.'pects of 
applying Ollr merging technique to schcmas of dataha."ics 
developed using commercial relational DBMSs, rmd to 
relational schema u'Ullslations of EER schcmas. We COil" 

clude the pa~r with a summary. 



2. Preliminary Definiti.ons 
We review briefly below the relational concepts used in 
this paper; detail'" concerning these concepts can be found 
in textbooks such as [9]. 

A relation-scheme is a pair Ri (Xi), ';.vhere Ri is a 
relation-scbeme nam(~ and X, is a sel of a'.uibutes. Every 
attribute is 8SSQ(..iated with a do nUl in , an(~ e't'ery relatJon
scheme is ai.sodated with a relation con~·.lsting of tuples. 

We denote by t a tuple, and by 1 [W] the subOJple of 
t corresponding to the attributes of W. A null value is 
denoted null, and a tuple consisting of k null valur,s is 
denoted nUllk • A tuple is said to be total iff it bas only 
'k.on-null values. Two aUributes are said W be compatible 
if they are associated with the same domain, and attribute 
sets X and Y are said to be compatible iff 'there exists a 
one-to-one correspondence of compatible attributes 
between X and Y. 

Let R; (Xi) be a relation-scheme associated with 
relation r; t and let W be a subset of Xi' The projection 
of ri on W is denoted 1tw (ri), and is equal to set of tuples 
{I [Wi] It E ri}' The tolal projection of rj on W is 
denoted nJ.w (ri), and is equal to the subset of lotal 
tuples of 1tw (rj). Renaming W in 'j to a set of attributes 
Y compatible witll W is denoted rename (rj; W ~ Y ), 
and generates a re.lation associated with attribute set 
(Xi - W) }" that is equal to set of tllples {t' It E ri, 
t' (Xj_·W] = t(Xj-Wl, and t' [YJ = t [W]). 

Let Ri (Xi) and Rj (Xi) be two relation-schemes 
associated with relations rj and rj , respectively; let Y and 
Z be t~o compatible and disjoint SubS'!L~ of Xi and Xj • 

respecuvely; let k j and kj denote the number of attributes 
in Xi and Xj , respectively. The equi -join of ri and r' on 
(y =: Z) is denoted 'i ~ rj' and is equal to set of t~ples 

y=z 
{t It [Xd E 'i. t [Xj ] € ',. (md nr] = r[Z]). Tbe outer· 
equi-join of 'j and rj on (Y :: Z) is denoted ri ~ rj' and 

y=-z 
is equaJ to the union of three relations, r I. r 2, and r '3, 

wbere: rl ='iY~z'j' r2= (t /t[X;J=nuU ki
, t{Xj ] E ,;, 

and ~I' E rf S.t. I' [Y] =: l'[Z]). and r3 = (t II[Xd E 'i. 
I [Xi) = null ), and ~ t" E rj S.t. I [Y ) := t" [2]}. 

Let Rj (Xi) be a relalion-s,cheme associated with 
relation ri. A fl.lnctiona.l d,~pe,tdency over Rj is a state
ment of the form Rj : Y ~Z I where Y and Z are subsets 
of Xi: R;: Y ~Z L.1i salisfied by l'i iff for every two tuples 
of 'il I and 1', I [Y] = t' [l'] implies t [Zj = t' [2]. A key 
associated with R; is a !iubset of Xj , X;, such th~t 
R; : K; ~~X; is satisfied by every 'j assodated WiUl Ri and 
there does not ex.ist any proper subse.t of K; having this 
property. A relation-scheme can be associated with several 
candidate keys from which one prirrUlry key is chosen. If 
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aU flJnctional dependencies associated with R; involve in 
their left-hand sides supersets of keys, then R; is said to be 
in Boyce·Codd Nonnal Form (BCNF). 

Let Ri (Xi) and Rj (Xj ) be two relation-schemes 
associated with relations 'j and rj' respectively. An inc/u· 
sion dependency is a statement of the fonn R; [Yl <;;; Rj [2], 
where Y and Z are compatible subsets of X; and XJ , 

respt!ctively; RifY] ~ Rj [Z] is salisjied by,; and rj iff 
7tJ..y (ri)!;; 7tJ.z (rj)' If Z is the primary key of Rj then 

R;[YJ !:: Rj [Zl is said to be key -based, and Y is called a 
foreign key in Ri • KeyMbased inclusion dependencies are 
usually called referential imegrit)' constraints [4]. 

A re/ariona.1 schenUl RS is a pair (R , 6), where R is 
a set of relation-schemes and 6. is a set of dependencies 
and constraints over R. A database state r of (associated 
with) RS consists of the relations a'\sociated with the 
relation-schemes of R ; state r is said to be consistent iff it 
satisfies the deI-.endencies and consU'aint"i of 6.. 

It i.s well kllown in database design tJmt the same 
data can be structured in different ways, that is. 
represented by different schema."i, provided that these 
schemas have equivalent in/ormation-capacities [8]. We 
are interested only in relational schemas that preserve the 
attribute values. This requirement is captured by the 
infonnation-capacity equivalence defined below, which 
follows the definition of generic equivalence of [8]. 

Definition 2.1. Two relational s(.~hemas, RS and RS i, are 
said to have equivalent injomwtion-capaciry iff there exist 
Iota I functions $ and <P' such that: 

1. ~ maps consistent d.ataha.Ioie stales of RS into con
sistent database states of RS' ; 

2. <p' maps consistclH. databaloie stales of RS' into con
sistent databaloic states of RS ; 

3. the composition of <P foJlowed by <p' is tbe identity 
on the t..et of all conSiSlf!nl database states of RS ; the 
composition of $' followed by $ is tlw illcntity on 
the set of all consistent llataba.'\e stales of R,)' ; 

4. For any database state r of RS . <p preserves the lilta 
values of r t; similarly, for any databa.,\e state " of 
RS' ,<P' preserves the data values of r I • • 

lnfonnally, a schema RS' ha.s equivalent 
infonnation-capacity with a schema RS, if RS' can be 
~.sociated with tile srune number of database states a.'\ RS; 
that is, not only every legal database state associated with 
RS must be exactly mconstructed from its mapping into a 
database stHte of RS', but every database slate associated 
with RS' must be mappable into a d.atabase state of RS . 

t . '---.---. -
A dalabase Slate mnpplllg 41 J.~ salll to prc.~ervt: tllt· data \'atUt~,\; of 

a database sl.ate r Iff the values of 4I(r ) are iudulkd )[I r, 



3. Background for l\1.erging Relations 
In this section we examine the main aspects of the merg
ing technique developed in this paper. and introduce the 
null constraints involved in this technique. 

In a relational databa.~. real-world obj,ects are 
lepres.ented by tuples and are identified by primary-key 
values. We. assume that every relation in a database 
represents a homogeneous set of objccts.and that relations 
associated with compatible primary··keys represent 
semantically compatible sets of real~world objects. 
Accordingly. in order to avoid creating relations that may 
represent heterogeneous sets of semantically incompatible 
objects, we consider for merging only relation-schemes 
that are associated with pairwise compatible primary-keys. 

Let R denote a set of relation-schemes targeted for 
merging, and let r denote the set of relations associated 
with the relation-schemes of R. Merging must preserve 
the tuples contained in the relations of r, and Ulerefol'e it 
involves outer·equi-joining on (compatible) primary-keys 
the relations of r. However, instead of being joined 
directly, the relations of r are outcr-equi-joincd with a 
key --relation that contains all the primary-key values 
appearing in the relations of r. The result of an outer
equi·join may contain redundant attribute values that must 
be subse{Juently removed. Consequently. the merging 
tcchnique developed in tbe next section involves: 

1. outer·equi-joining a key-relation willl the relations 
involved in merging; and 

2. projecting out the redundant attribute values from 
the result of the outer·equi-join above. 

The key -relation is cJetined below. 

Defin.iti~n 3.i. Let RS = (R. 6) be a relational schema, 
and let R be a subset f)f R consisting of relation-schemes 
l.bal have pairwise compatible primary-keys. ~ relation
scheme RA; (XI:) is. sa.id i(', tx~ a ke)' -relation of R iff (i) RI: 
ha.~ a primary-key, KI;, that is pairwise compatibl~ with 
eadl of the pIi.mary-keys of the relation-schemes in R , and 
(~i) for every database state a.~sociated with RS, the rela
tion associated with Rk , rk. satisfies the tbllowing condi
tion: 1tKt (ric) = UR, e ii( reMme ( 1tK, (rj ), K; r-KI:) ) .• 

\Ve consider in this paper relational schema.(j con
si.sting of relation-schemes, key dependencies, key-ba~d 
inclusion dependencies1 and null constraints. Vf..e show 
below that for stich schema~ thE key-relation of R can be 
ont.. of the relation-schemes of R . 

Proposition 3.1. Let RS = (R, F u I uN) be a relational 
schema, where R. F, I, ~nd N denote s.cl'i of rclatjon
schemes, key dependencies, key~based inclusion depen
dencies, and null constraints, respcclively. Let Ii be a 
subset of R consisting of relation-schemes th.at have 
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pairwise compatible pri~ary-keys. Let R (I Qelong to .R , 
and let sets Rejkey (R 00 R) and Relke)' ·(R (H R ) be defined 
recursively a.~ follows: 

_... _ . 
• Refkey (R o' R) = {R j I R; E R, R;[K;] ~ R (l[Ko] E I}; 

• Relkey -(R (10 Ii) = ReJkey (R Ot R) _ 
t.JRi E Rejkt'\' (R

o
• R) Reftey·(R" R). 

Then TtKo(r 0) == URi E: ii (rename (1tK,{r;), f(;~-Ko» for 

every database state associated WiUl RS , 

iff R = {Ro} u Refkey· (R(/I R). 
Proof Sketch. Straightforward, foUoNing the definition of 
inclusion dependencies. 11 

Note that if a set of relation-schemes R det1ncd as 
above does not contain a key-relation. then a new 
rela.!.ion.scheme, Rk (KI;), can be specified a, a key-relat.ion 
of R , that is, so t.hat Kk is pairwise compatible ~ith each 
of Ule primary-keys of tlle relation-sl~hemes of R, and so 
that for every dataha'le state associated WiUl relational 
schema RS, RI; is a.'\sodated with relation relation rl,:, 

where rl: := UR, e ii (rename ( 1tK, (rj ), K; f-KI,:) ). 

For exrunple, let R consist of rclalioll-S(;hcmes 
OWER and TEACH of figure 2, ~Uld let '0 and rr be rela
tions alisociated with OFFER and TEACH, rcspect!.vely. A 
relation-scheme Rc c~m he a key-relation of R if the 
primary-key of Re , say eN, is pairwise compatihle with 
O.CN and T.eN, and if the relation m;sociatcd with Re , r(" 
satisfies the following condition: 1tl""N(rC)::;: nmame 
(1to.C1\,(ro), O.CN+-CN) U rename (1tT.C1~(rO). TCN+-CN). 

Then merging relatioll-scht!llWS OFFER emd TEACH intn a 
new relation-scheme ASSIGN (s.ee figure 2) involves a stille 

mapping defining the relation associalcd with ASSIGN: 

rA := rr ~ to ~ rT- Note Ulat if relation· 
eN = D.Chi t"N = T.eN 

schemes OFFER and TEACH arc not involved in mly inclu-
sion dependency, Ulen attribute.s O.C'N ,mu T.eN arc reJun
dant in ASSIGN; however, if OFFER and TEACH are involved 
in the right-hand sides of two distinct inclusion dependen
cies, then Ulcse atu-ibutes are not redundant in ASSIGN. If 
relation-schemes OFFER and TEACH arc involved in inclu
sion dependency TEACH(T.CN] '= ,)FFERIO.CN] tllcn. LEllow
ing proposition 3.1, (WFER is a key-rdation of R, .UlU 
merging OFFER Witll TEACH involves outer-e4uHoining 
relations ro and rr. 

._------"--------_. 
R = {OFFER (o.el'J.. O.[)N) . TEACH (IS'N, T.FN)} 

- Merge -4 ASSIGN (C~. O.CN. O.DN. T.eN. T.FN) 

Abbrevjmjon.f: CN=COURSE NUMBER, DN=DEPT Nt IMBER. 

. FN=FACULTY NAME, ():=OFFER. T=TEACH 

Fig. 2. Rdatioll··Scheme Ex.unples (keys are :lfU/erlilll'd). 



The result of an outer-equi-join i.s a relation, r", , that 
usu.ally contains null values; these null values must be res
tricted in order to ensure that the joined relations can be 
reconstructed from I'm without losing or adding informa
tion. Such restrictions are called null constraints and are 
defined below. A null constraint is a single-tuple restric
tion on where and how nulls should appear in a relation 
[9]. In the following definitions R; (Xj ) denotes a relation
scbeme. and rj denotes a relation associated with Ri (Xi ). 

A null-existence constraint is a statt:.'11cnt of the 
foml Ri : Y E~ Z, where Y and Z are r,ubsets of Xj ; 

Ri : yEo!. Z is satisfied by rj iff for every tuple t of rj, 
t [Y) is total only if t [2] is total. A nulls-not-allowed con
straint is a null-existence constraint of tbe form 
Ri : 0E~ 2, that is satisfied iff every subtuple t[Z] of 'j 
is total. In relations associated with relation-scheme 
ASSIGN of figure 2, for example, ASSIGN: T.CN~ O.CN does 
not allow tuples that contain null O.CN values together with 
non-null T.CN values, while ASSIGN:0~ O.CN does not. 
allow tuples containing null O.CN values. 

A nUl/-synchronization set is a set of null-existence 
constraints, of the form {R j : Aj E~y I Aj E Y}, denoted 
R j : NS (Y); Rj : NS(Y) is satisfied by rj iff for every 
tuple t of 'j, t [Y] is either total or consists entirely of null 
values (i.e. cannot be partly null). Consider relation
scheme ASSIGN of figure 2; the two null-existence con
straints of ASSIGN:NS ([.CN, T.FN) do not allow in relations 
associated with ASSIGN tuples I containing partly null 
I [T.eN. T.FN] subtuples. 

A part-null constraint is a statement of the form 
R j : PN (Y 1 ... ., Ym ), where Yi , lS)'5:.m. is a subset of Xi; 
R; : PN (Y 1,"" Ym) is satisfied by ri iff for every tuple t of 
rj, at least one subtuple rr Yj ], 1 $) Sm, is total. In rela
tions associated with relation-scheme ASSIGN of figure 2, 
for example, ASSIGN: PN ({O.CN. O.FN), (T.CN. T.FN}) e,nsures 
t~1t in every tuple t of such relations either subtuple 
I [T.CN. T.FN], or subtuple t [O.CN, O.FN], or both are total. 

Finally, a total-equality constraint is a stateml~.nt of 
the fonn R j : Y =..1. Z ,where Y and Z are compatible 
SUbSCL'\ of Xi; R; : Y ::::..1. Z is saJisfil~d by rj iff for every 
tuple t of rj, t [Y] = t [2] whene.ver both t [Y] and 1[2] 
arc total. Consider again relation-scheme ASSIGN of figure 
2; total-equality constraint ASSIGN: T.CN =J. O.eN ensures 
that in every tuple of rdaLions a~sociatcd with ASSIGN, 

non-null values for attributes T.CN and O.eN are e.qual. 

Inference axioms for null-existence c.onstraints have 
the fonn of the inference axioms for functional dependen
cies (see [9]). Inference axioms for total-equality con
straint.~ are analogous to the inference axioms for the 
equality constraints of [7]. Null-existence. total-e.quality, 
mld part-null constraints do not interact with each OU1Cr. 
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4. A Relation Merging Technique 
In this section we develop a relation merging technique 
that preserves the infonnation-capacity and nonnal foml 
of the relational scbemas on wbicb it is applied. 

4.1 Merging Relation-Schemes 
We define below a procedure for merging relation
schemes in relational schemas of the fonn 
(R, F u I uN), where R, F, I, and N denote seLIOi of 
relation-schemes, key dependencies, key-based inclusion 
dependencies, and null constm.ints. respectively; such a 
schema is shown in figure 3. We assume that the attri
butes_are assigned globally unique names in the scbema. 
Let R be a subset of R consisting of relation-schemes 
associated with pairwise compatible primary-keys; merg
ing the relation-schemes of R implies mapping 
(R, F u I uN) into a new schema. (R', F' u /' uN'), 
where R' results by replacing the relation-schemes of R 
with a new relation-scheme, Rm , and F', I', and N' consist 
of adjusted key dependencies, inclusion dependencies. and 
null constraints, respectively. For ule sake of simplicity, 
we assume that initially the attributes associated with 
relation-schemes of R are not allowed to have null values. 

Definition 4.1. Let RS = (R, F u I uN) be a relational 
schema, where R, F, I, and N denot.e sets of relation
schemes, key dependencies, key-based inclusion depen
dencies, and null constraints, respectively. Let R be a 
subset of R consisting of relation-schemes associated witb 
pairwise compatibl~. primary-keys, so that every relation
scheme Ri (X j ) of R is a~sociated with nulls-not··allowed 
consL\cunt Rj : 0~'~X;. Let RA; (Xk ) be a relation-scheffit: 

Relation-Schemes (underlined keys) 

(1) PERSON (P.sS~) (5) DEPARTMENT ~~ME) 
(2) FACULTY (F.SSN) (6) OFFER (O.C.NR. O.D.NAME) 
(3) Sl1JDENT ~SN) (1) TEACH (L~.N~. T.F.SSN) 
(4) COURSE tC.NR) (8) ASSIST (A.CNR. A.S.SSN) 

Illclusion Dependencies 
(1) FACULTY·~(F.SSN] -
(2) S11JDENT [S.SSNJ 
(3) OFFER IO.C.NRJ 
(4) OFFER [O.D.NAMEI 
(5) TEACH [T.C.NR] 
(6) TEACH [T.F.SSNJ 
(1) ASSIST (A.C.NR] 
(8) ASSIST [A.S.SSN] 

c: PERSON (P.SSNJ 
~ PERSON (P.SSN] 
~ COURSE [C'.NR] 
~ DEPARTMENT [D.NAME] 
c: OFFER IO.C.NR) 
~ FACULTY (T.SSNJ 
c: OFFER [O.CNRJ 
c: STUDENT (S.SSN] 

Null ( nulls -"ot-allowed ) Constrll.ints 

(I) PERSON: 0 ~ P.SSN (5) DEPARTMENT: 0 ~ D.NAME 
(2) FACULTY: 0 ~ F.SSN (6) OFFER: 0 ~~ O.C.NR, O.D.NAME 
(3) Sl1JDENT: 0 ~ S.SSN (1) TEACH: (3 ~ T.C.NR. T.F.SSN 
(4) COllRSE: 0 ~C.NR (8) ASSIST: 0 ~~ A.C.NR. A.S.SSN 

Abbreyiations: A:::ASSIST, C:;::COURSE, D:::DEPAKTMENT. 
F=FACULTY, O=OF-FER. S=STUDENT. T::::TEAC11 

Fig. 3. A Relational Schema. 



defined as follows: if R contains a key-relation. R d. then 
Rl := R 0' Xi;:= X o. and Xi::= K 0: otherwise Xl = Kb where 
KIc is disjoint with ~e attribute sets associated with the 
relation-schemes of R , and for every database state associ
ated with RS, Ric is associated with relation ric, where 
rJ: := l..'R

I 
E R (rennme ( 1tK, (r;), K; ~Kk) ). 

M~rgf (R) applied on RS generdtes relational schema 
RS' = (R 't F' u /' u N' ) as follows: 
1. R' results by replacing in R the relation-schemes of R 

with a new relation-scheme, Rm (Xm ), such that 
Km := KI; and Xm := XIc U R,(X,) e ii Xi; 

2. F' results by replacing the key dependencies involving 
pruEary-keys associated with the relation-schemes 
of R with key dependency Rm : Km -+Xm ; 

3. Nt is generated as follows: 

a the nulls-not-allowed constraints a~sociated with the 
relation-scheme·s of Ii are replaced with nulls-not
allowed constJ'aint Rm : 0 E';Xk ; 

b. for every relation-schenle Ri (X;) of Ii, if K; :F. Km , 

where K; is the primary-key of R;, then total-· 
equality constraint Rm : Km =J, Ki is added to N'; 

c. for every relation-scheme R,. (X,.) of (R - {RA: }), jf 

Xi consists of more than one attribute, then the 
null-existence constrainl~ of null-synchronization 
set Rm : NS (Xi) are added to N'; 

d. if RA: does not belong to Ii, tllen part-null constraint 
Rm : PN (X 1,. ", X" ) involving the attribute sets 
associated with relation-schemes R; (X;) of Ii, 
lSi ~n, is added to N'; 

e. for every inclusion dependency of / of the fonn 
Rj [2] ~ Ri [K;], where R; and Rj belong to ~, if 
K; ¢ Km then null-existence constraint Rm : Xj r:.x~X; 
is added to N '; 

4. I' reSUll'i by (a) replacing R; with Rrn in every inclu
sion d~pendency of I involving a relation-scheme 
R; of R; (b) replacing K; with Km in every inclusion 
dependency of I', of the fonn Rm [2] s; Rm [Ki 1; and 
(c) removing from /' inclusion dependencies of the 
form Rm [K; ] ~ Rm [K",,], wI~re K; is the primary
key of a relation-scheme of R , 

Merge (R) is a<.;sociated with two state nUlppings, 'Tl and 
11', where 11 maps a database state r of RS into a database 
state r' of RS', and 11' maps a databallc stale r' of RS ' 
into a database state f of RS , a~ follows: 

11 is identity for rela~ons of r associated with relation
schemes of (R - R); and maps set of relations ,= 
{r, I rj E r, r; is a'isociated with R; of R} into r m ali 
follows: (i) r m := 'A:; (ii) for each R; of (R - {RI; }) 

do 'n! := r m ~ r;; 
--- Kif! :: KJ 
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'Tl' is identity for relations of (r' - r m ); and maps rela
tion r m into relations f; := n4.x (r m ), where Xi is the I _ 

attribute set of a relation-scheme R; (Xi) of R" • 

Merging the relation-schemes of R into a new 
relation-scheme, Rm. involves defining the relation associ
ated with Rm , r m' ali the outer-equi-join of a key-relation 
with the relations of " where , ~msists of relations asso· 
ciated with relation·schemes of R. The set of dependen·· 
cies and constraints generated by merging ensure iliat ule 
relations of' can always be reconstructed (by total projec
tion) from rm , Thus, the toW-equality constrainllll require 
the tuples of r m to satisfy the join ,~onditions involved in 
the definition of r m; attributes that are not associated with 
the key-relation are allowed to have null values in r m; the 
null..existence constraints of a g\vcn null-synchronization 
set ensure, that in every tuple of r m , a subtuple <of the ronn 
t [Xj ]) corresponding to a tuple of a relation of r cannot 
have both null and non-null values; th(! part-null constmint 
ensures that in every tuple of r m there is at least one total 
subtuple COlTt~sponding to a tuple of a relation of r; the 
(inner-relational) null-existence constraints gcnerateJ in 
step 3(e) express the inter-relational exislelKe constraints 
implied by the inclusi,2u dependencies involving pairs of 
relation-schemes of R. Finally, the key dependcncies 
removed in step 2 and the inclusion dcpendendes 
removed in step 4(c), arc implied by the new key depen
dency and total~equality constrainl"i, respectively by the 
total-equality and null-existence constraints (generated in 
step 3(e», and therefore are redunuant. 

Two examples of applying Merge on tile relational 
schema of figure 3 are shown in figures 4 and 5; in bOtil 
examples me key-relation is relation~scheme COllRSE. 

While in the example shown in figure 4 merging involves 
only relat.ion-schemes COURSE, OFFER, and TEACH, in the 

example shown in figure 5 merging involves ~U1 additional 
rclaliollusclieme, ASSlST. The following proposition shows 
that Merge preserves tile infonnation-capacit,y (in the 

-_._----------
Relatlon·Schemes 4, 6, and 7 ure repial:cd hy 

COUR..liE' (C.NR, D.CNR, n.D.NAME, TC.NR, TF.SSN) 

Incl\L~ion Dl~pendencics ~ to 7 arc replal:cd hy' 
(9) : COURSE' (O.D.NAME) ~ DEPARTMENT (D.NAME) 
(l0) : COURSE' [T.F.SSN] !: FACULTY (F.SSN) 
(II) : ASSIST (AC.NR] ~ COLJRSE' [O.CNR] 

Null Constulnt.'i 4, 6, and ., arc r~pla(,.~cd hy th\! 

O 
EI ... following null constraint ... for COURSE': 

(9) -+ CNR; 

(10) NS (O.CNR, O.D.NAME); (11) NS (LeNR, TF.SSN); 

(12) T.C.NR,T.FSSN ~ O.C.NR,O.D.NAME; 

(13) CNR =J.. O.CNR; (14) C.NR =J.. T.CNR 

Fig. 4. Applying on Relational Schcma of Fig. 3 
Mt!rge (COURSE, OFFER, TEACH). 



sense of definition 2.1) and the normal fonn of the sche
mas on whi.ch it is applied. 

PrOpositiOI!14.1. Let RS, RS', R, and Merge be defined 
as in definitjon 4.1, so that RS ' = (R " F' u I' uN' ) is the 
result of applying Merge (R) on RS = (R, F u I uN). 
'Then 0) .RS and RS' have equivalent information
capacities~ and (ii) the relatioll~scbemes of R' are in BCNF. 
Proof Sketch. (0 The proof refers to the conditions of 
definition 2.1, and regards only the relations affected by 
merging; for the first two conditions, the proof follows the 
definition of 11 and 11' ; for the third condition, tIle proof 
follows from the fact that Merge preserves th~ primary
keys associated with the relation-schemes of R, and that 
the outer-equi-joms involved in 11 are on primary keys; the 
last condition is obviously satisfied. (ii) The proof that all 
functional dependencies implied by (F' u /' uN') are 
key dependencies is based on tIle fact '.hat the closure of F 
can be computed independently of / (see [3]), and on the 
inference· axioms for total-equality constraints and func
tional dependencies (see [7]). n 

The attributes involved in the total-equality con
straints generated by Merge seem to be removable 
without any effect on the infonnation-capacit.y of the rela
tional schema. Since Merge pm serves the nonnal form 
(BCNF) of relational sellemas, these potentially redundant 
~ttributes are nol a source of update allomalies [9]. 
Removing redwutant attributes, however, simplifies the set 
of null constraints associated with merged relation~ 

schemes, as well as reduces the Si7..e of the relations ass.o
ciated with merged relation-schemes. A procedu.re for 
removing redundant attributes i.s specified below. 

4.2 Removing Redundant Attributes 

We define below the conditions characterizing redundant 
attributes in relation-schemes generated by Merge, and 
then specify a procedure for removing such atuibutes. 

Rclatlon-Scbemes 4, 6, 7. and 8 are replaced by: 
CO,()RSE"(~. O.C.NR. D.D.NAME, T.C.NR, T.F.SSN. 

A.c'NR. A.S.SSN) 
Inclusion Dtependencles 3 to 8 are replaced by : 
(9) : COURSE" [0.0. NAME} c: DEPARTMENT [O.NAME] 
(10) : COURSE" [T.F.SSNJ c: FACULTY [F.SSNJ 
(11) : COURSE" (A.S.SSNJ c: STUDENT (S.SSN) 

Null Constr:alnts 4. 6. 'I, and 8 are replaced by the 
following null constraints for COURSE": 

(9) 0 ~ C.NR; (In) NS (O.C.N,({, O.D.NAME); 
(II) NS (T.C.NR, T.F.SSN); (12) NS (A.C.NR. A.S.SSN); 

(13) T.C.NR,T.F.SSN !JO.C.NR,O.D.NAME; 

(14) A.C.NR.A..S.SSN !; O.C.NR.O.D.NAME; 

(IS) C.NR =J- O.c'NR; (16) C.NR =.l. r.C.NR; (11) C.NR =.1. A.C.NR 

Fig. 5. Applying on Relational Schema of Fig. 3 
Merge (COURSE. OFFER, TEACH. ASSIST ). 
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Definition 4.2. Let RS, RS I, R , and Merge be defined as 
in definition 4.1, so that RS' = (R', F' u I' uN' ) is the 
result of applying Merge (R) on RS, and !3m (Xm) is th(! 

result of merging the relation-schemes of R . Let Xj be a 
subset of Xm , such that Xj is associated with relation· 
scheme Ri of ii, and let Yj be a subset of Xj involved in a 
total-equality constraint a~sociated with Rm , such that 
Yj ~ Km. TIlen Yj is said to be removable in Rm if the fol· 
lowing conditions are satisfied: 

(1) I Xj - Yj I ~ 1 . 
(2) Yj is not involved in the right-hand side of I' inclusion 

dependencies of Ule form Rj [Z] ~ Rm [Y j ], Rj :F- Rna. 
(3) If Yj is involved in the left-hand side of an /' inclusion 

dependency of the fonn Rm [Y;l ~ Rj [Kj ], Rj :F- Rm , 

then for every subset of Xm , W, involved in a total
equality constraint associated with Rm , I' includes an 
inclusion dependency of the form Rm [W] ~ Rj [Kj ]. 

(4) Yj does not overlap with other foreign-keys of Rm , tllal 
is, if attributes of Yj are involved in the left-hand side 
of an I' inclusion dependency of the fonn 
Rm [W] !:: Rj [Kj ], I~j :F- Rm , then W == Yj •• 

For example, O.C.NR, T.C.NR. and AC.NR are remm'· 
able attributes in relation-scheme COURSE" of figure 5, 

Note that an attribute that is removable in a merged 
relation-scheme ruisociated with atuibute set Xm , is not 
necessruily removable in a merged relation-scheme associ~ 
atcd with a proper subset of XIl1 • Let Rm (Xm ) and 
R 'm (X'm) result by applying Merge (R) and Mer8! (R'), 
l'espective~, on a relational schema RS, where R I is a 
subset of R. Then X'm is a subset of Xm, but because of 
condition (2) of definition 4.2, a common subset of Xm ~Uld 

X'm can be removable in Rm, but not in R I fit. For exam
ple, while attribute O.C.NR is removable in relation-scheme 
COURSE" of figure 5, O.C.NR is nOl removable in relation· 
scheme COURSE' of figure 4. 

Definition 4.3. Let RS, RS', ii, and Merge be deHncd as 
in definition 4.1, so that RS':' = (R', F' u I' uN' ) is tlle 
result of applying Merge (R) on RS, and ~m (Xm ) is the 
result of merging the relat\on-schemes of R . Lel Yj be a 
subset of Xm , removable in Rna. Renwve (Yi ) applied on 
RS' generates RS" = (R", F" u /" uN" ) as follows: 
1. R " results by removing the attributes of Yj from attri

bute set Xm associated with Rm ; 
2. F" resulL", by replacing in key dependencies of F' every 

attribute A of Yj with (ill attribute of Km tllat 
corresponds to A in a total-equality constraint of N'; 

3. I" reSUIL!) by replacing Yj with I<.~I in inclusion depcn
dencip.s of I' of the fOnD Rm [Yj] <;; Rj [Kj ]; 

4. N" resulLIi by removing (a) the attributes of Yj from the 
part-null and null-existence constraints of N', and 

.. I II I ~ rill I I ,/,11" • I /11 ,,, ~,I I~ "1 '1\1 11111 I' ,,1 I r II'" 'ril I" "~I I~II'I! III", " I, I I~IIIIII '1111 ,I' II 'I~II' IIII~II III i I 1'1 



(b) total-equality constraim Rm : Km =J. Yi from N'. 

Rmwve (Yj ) is associated with two stale mappings, J.l 
and J.l' ,where J.l maps a database state r I of RS' into a 
databali-e state r" of RS 1/ ,and J.l' maps a database state 
r" of RS" into a database state r' of RS' , as follows: 

f.l is identity for relations of r' associated witb 
relation-schemes of (R' - {Rm }); and maps relat.ion 

, . led 'm R . 1 " ( , ) r m assocla WI . m m 0 r m := 7t(X,.,.-f/) r m ; 

f.l' is identity for relations of r" associated with 
relation-schemes of (R" .- (Rm }); and maps relation 
r" m associated with Rm , into ,-Im := ," m [)4 

K". -ft 

( rename ( 7tK". ( 7tJ. Km (X,-Y/) (r "lin) ), Km ~ Yj ». • 
An example of applying Remove is shown in figure 

6, where attributes O.C.NR, T.C.NR, and A,C,NR are succes
sively removed from relation-scheme COURSE" of figure 5. 
The following pI )position shows tllat Remove preserves 
the infonnation-capacity (in the sense of definition 2.1) of 
the relational schemas on which it is applied. 

Proposition 4.2. Let RS, RS I, R, and Merge be defined 
as in definition 4.1, so that Rm (Xm ) 1n RS' is tlle result of 
merging t.be relation~schemes of R. Let RS", Yj , and 
RtmlOYe be definr"d al\ in definition 4.3, so that Yj is a 
removable subset of Xm , and RS" is the result of applying 
Rl!mol!e O'j) on RS'. Then RS' and RS" have l~quiva1ent 
infonnation-capacities. 
Proof Sketch. The proof regards only the relations (asso
ciated with Rm ) affected by removal, and refers to tbe con
ditions of definition 2.1. '{be last condition is obviollsly 
satisfied. For Ule first two conditions, the proof follows 
the definition of the state mappings; note that replacing 
inclusion dependencies of the fonn Rm [Yj :1 !;;;;; Rj [Kj ] with 
Rm [Km) ~ Rj [Kj ] can be accomplished because of condi
tions (3) and (4) of definition 4.2. For the third condition, 
the proof follows from the fact that the primary-key of Rm 
is not affected by Remove; note that condition (1) of 
definition 4.2 is essential for satisfying tbis condition, and 
that if condition (2) of definition 4.2 is removed and the 
replacement of Yj with Km in inclusion dept.~ndencies of 
the fonn R j [2] ~ Rm [l'j] is allowed, then the tllird condi
tion of definition 2.1 would not be satisfied. • 

.--~------.--::-:------------

Renwve is applied on COURSE" of figure 5 for: 
O.C.NR. T.C.NR •• Uld A.C.NR 

Relation-Scheme COURSE" is repluL'.Cd hy 

COURSE" (~.NR. O.D.NAME. T.F.SSN. A.S.SSN) 

Inclusion Dependencies involving COURSE" an: unchanged 

Null Constrainl4i involving COURSE" arc replaced by: 

o ~C.NR. T.F.SSN ~O.D.NAME. A.S.SSN ~O.[).NAME 

Fig. ~ Applying Re~ve_on Relational Schcrn~l of Fig. 5. 
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5. Applications of the Merging Technique 
In this section we discuss several aspects of applying our 
relation merging tcchnique to rcla~jonal databaloics that arc 
implemented using a conunercial mlational database 
management system (DBMS), or to relational schemas 
developed using an EER-orientcd design metbodology. 

5.1 Relation Merging for RelaUonal DBMSs 

The relation merging technique developed in section 4 
involves merging relation-schemes into a new (merged) 
relation-scheme, ;:Uld removing redundant attributes from 
the merged relation-scheme; a merged relation-scheme is 
associated with various null con strain t"i , may be involved 
in non key-based inclusion dependencies (that are not 
referential integrity constraints), and may be associated 
with candidate keys that arc allowed to be nUll. Some 
relational DBMSs do not have mechanisms for maintaining 
general null ... anstraints, candidate keys that arc a.llowed to 
be null, and non key-based inclusion dependencies; for 
such DBMSs our merging tcchnique can be applied only 
when such constraint." and depemlcncies are not generated. 

Non key-based inclusion dependencies arc not sup
ported by DBMSs such as IBM's DB2 [5], but can be main
tained in DBMSs such as SYBASE 4.0 [11] (using tlle 
triggers mechanism) and INGRES 6.3 [6] (using the rules 
mechanism). However. even in SYBASE ~md INGRES non 
key-based inclusion dependencies are hardcr to maintain 
then key-based inclusion dependencies. Keys that m'e 
allowed to be null cannot be mainlained ill DBMSs (e.g. 
SYBASE, INGRES) Ulat consider all Imll valucs as identi
cal. The conditions ensuring Ouu Me,.ge generatl.~s only 
key-based inclusion dependencies and keys consisting 
only of attributes that are not allowed to have null values, 
are given below (the type of inclusion ~Uld key tJcpcndcn
des is not affected by Remove ). 

Proposition 5.1. Let RS, RS', ii, and Merg~ be defined 
as in definition 4.1, so that RS' = (R', F' u I' uN' ) is the 
result of applying Merge (R) on RS, ami /1. (X".) is Ole 
result of merging the relation .. schemcs of R. Then (i) [I 

contains only key-b~l"ed inclusion dependencies iff every 
relation-scheme Rj (X j ) of Ii tiltH is not a key-rdiltioB, is 
not involved in the right-lland side of inclusion dependen
cies of the fonn Rj [Z] ~ R;lK;J, Rj f/:.R; and (ii) the key 
atUibutcs ~lloisociatcd witll Rm are not allowed to have Ilull 
values iff every relation-scheme Rj (Xj ) of R thal is not a 
key-relation, is a"sociated with a unique (primary) key. 
Proof Sketch. The proof follows tile specification 01 

Merge .• 
Some DBMSs providc mechanisms f()f maintaining 

general null constraints. For example, the va/idproc 
mechanism of DB2, the triggers mechanism or SYBASE 
4.0, and tile rules mechanism of INGRES 6.3 can be used 

J ''''III 
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to maintain null constraints. However, these mechanisms 
require tedious and error-prone specifications of pro
cedures, and therefore are difficult to use. Conversely, all 
relational DBMSs support declarative (non procedural) 
specifications for Ilulls~not-allowed constraints. The fol
lowing proposition gives Ule conditions ensuring that the 
set of null constraint& generated by Merge and simplified 
by Remove, consists only of nulls-not-allowed constraints. 

Proposition 5.2. Let RS , RS', R, and Merge be defined 
as in definition 4.1, so that RS' is the result of applying 
Merge (R) on RS = (R, F u I uN), and P-m (Xm) is the 
result of merging the relation-schemes of R . Let Remove 
and RS" be defined as b definition 4.3, so that the result 
of removing all removable attributes from Rm (Xm) by 
applying Remove is RS"= (R U

, F" u /" u N° )._~Then 
N" contains only nUlls-not-allowed constraints if R con
tains a relation-scheme &: (Xk ) such that for every 
relation-scheme R; (X;) of R, R; ~ Rb the following con
ditions are satisfied: 

(1) R j [K;] ~ Rk [Kk ] belongs to I. 

(2) 121 = 1, where Z = Xi - Kj , (i.e. Ri has exactly one 
non primary-key attribute). 

(3) R j is not involved in the right-hand side of any inclu
sion dependency of 1 . 

(4) In addition to R;[K;] !:; Rk [Kk ], R j can be involved 
only in the left-hand sides of inclusion dependencies of 
I having the Jonn R; [2] ~ Rj [Kj ] or Ri [K;] ~ Rj [Kj ], 

where Rj ,R; however, if R; [K,.] ~ Rj [Kj ] belongs to 
1 then Rk [Kk ] ~ Rj [Kj ] also belongs to I. 

Proof Sketch. Note that condition (U implies that 
re.lation··scheme Rk is a key-relation of R. For part-null 
and total-equality consb'aints the proof follows from the 
definitions of Merge and Remove. Regarding null
synchronization sets, nuB-existence constraints with empty 
right-hand sides are trivially satisfied. Finally, if all in.£lu
sion dependencies of I involving relation-schemes of R in 
both their left-hand and right-hand sides, are of the fonn 
specified in (1) above, then Merge generates only null
existence constraints that are either nulls-not-allowed con
straint') or belong to a null-synchronization set. • 

Fig. 7. An Exte.nded Entity-Relationship Schema. 
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5.2 Relation Merging for Relational Schema 
Translations of EER Schemas 

Relational schemas consisting of relation-schemes, key 
dependencies, key-based inclusion dependencies, and null 
constraints may represent EER schemas. The relational 
schema of figure 3, for example, represents the EER 
schema of figure 7. Translations of EER schelIUlS into 
relational schemas are discussed in detail in [11]. Note 
that if in relational schema translations of EER schemas 
every relation-scheme represents a single EER object-set, 
then the set of null constraints consist~ only of nulls-not
allowed constrainL~ involving primary-keys and foreign
keys [11] (e.g. see figure 3). These constraints express the 
usual restriction of not allowing EER entity-identifier attri
butes to have null values, and comply with the simplifying 
a~sumption in the definition of Merge. 

ER and EER-oriented design methodologies for 
relational scbema'\ recommend us~ng a single re13.tion
scheme for representing a binary numy -to -one 
relationship-set and the entity-set involved in that 
relationship-set with a T1umy cardinality [14]. The result 
of applying the merging procedure developed in this paper 
on relational schema translations of EER schemas, shows 
that a single relation-scheme can be used for representing 
more complex structures as well (see figure 8). Such com
pact representations are especially useful for representing 
large generalization hierarchies whose specialization 
entity-sets are not involved in relationship-sets (see figure 
8(i». In most ca'\es these compact representations require 
only additiOlu'1l null constraints. For ex. ample , in each of 

(i) ISA 

~ ... IM 

,1j 

(ii) 

(iv) 

Fig. 8. EER Struct.ures Amenable for Representations 
Involving a Single Relation. 



the EER strucn.tres shown in figure 8 multiple object-sets 
can be re·presented using a single relation· scheme; how
ever, while for the EER schemas of figures 8(i) and 8(ii) 
this representation involves general null constraints, for 
the EER schemas of figures 8(iii) and 8(iv) lbb representa
tion involves only nulls-not-allowed constraints. The con
ditions of proposition 5.2 imply that multiple object-sets 
can be represented by a single relation involving only 
nulls-not-allowed constraints, only if L.lese multiple 
object-sets consist of: 

(1) an entity-set Ej and its specialization entity-sets, pro
vided that these specialization entity-sets (a) have no 
specializations of theit own and are directly general
ized only by Ei , (b) are not involved in relationship
sets or weak entity-sets, and (c) have exactly one (not 
inherited) attribute of their own (see figure 8(ili»; or 

(2) an object-set OJ and binar' manY-la-one 
relationship-seL~ in which OJ is involved with a nwny 
cardinality, provided that these relationship-sets (a) 
have no attributes, (b) are not involved in any other 
relationship-set, and (c) OJ is associated by these 
relationship-sets with entity-sets that are not weak and 
have single-attribute identitbrs (e.g. see figure 8(iv) ). 

Consider, for example, the EER schema of figure 7. 
Entity-set COURSE together with relationship-sets OFFER, 
TEACH, and ASSIST do not satisfy the conditions above, 
and, indeed, these object-sets can be represented using a 
single relation-scheme (such as relation-scheme COURSE" 
of figure 6) only if this relation-scheme is associated with 
null-existence constraints. Conversely, relationship-sets 
OFFER, TEACH, and ASSIST, satisfy conditions (2.a), (2.b), 
and (2.c), and therefore can re represented using a single 
relation-scheme that is associated only with nUlls-not
allowed constraints. 

6. Summary 
We have presented in this paper a merging ~echnique for 
relational schemas consisting of relation-schemes, key 
dependencies, referential integrity constraints, and null 
constraints. We have examined the conditions required 
for using this technique with relational DBMSs that pro
vide different mechanisms for maintaining null and 
referential integrity constraints. For relational schemas 
developed using an EER-oriented design methodology, we 
have shown that a relation-scheme can be used for 
representing multiple object-sel~ not. only for the standard 
binary numy -to -one relationship-set structure, but for 
more complex structures as well. 

Variations of the. merging technique presented in 
this paper have been implemented as part of a database 
Schema Definition aruJ Translation tool (SDT) [12]. Given 
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an EER schema, SDT generates the corresponding schema 
definition for various relational DBMSs, such as DB2, 
SYBASE 4.0, and INGRES 6.3. SDT provides the options 
of (0 establishing a one-to-one correspondence between 
the relation-schemes in the relational schema and the 
object"sets in the EER schema (Le. not using merging), or 
(li) using merging for reducing tlle number of relation
schemes in the relational schema. 
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